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We compute the stable homotopy group Gk(CP2) = ΣkCP2,CP2} of the complex projective
plane CP2 for k ≤ 20 by using the exact sequence aociated with canonical cofiber sequence and
Toda bracket.
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STABLE SELF-HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF COMPLEX
PROJECTIVE PLANE
Shinichiro OMAE
Abstract. We compute the stable homotopy group Gk(CP2) =
f§kCP2;CP2g of the complex projective plane CP2 for k · 20 by using
the exact sequence associated with canonical co¯ber sequence and Toda
bracket.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, all spaces, maps and homotopies are assumed
to be based, and we will not distinguish the map and its homotopy class.
Moreover, we use freely the notations of homotopy groups of spheres given
in the book of Toda [10]. For connected spaces A and B, we denote by [A;B]
the set consisting of all based homotopy classes of based maps from A to
B, and by fA;Bg the stable homotopy groups lim
n¡!1[§
nA;§nB]. We would
like to determine the stable self-homotopy groups Gk(X) = f§kX;Xg for
the case X = CP2, where CP2 is the complex projective plane. In general,
G¤(X) = fGk(X)g is a graded ring by composition. We want to know
the ring structure of G¤(X). There is the necessity of knowing the group
structure of Gk(X) ¯rst for that purpose. If we denote by f§kCP2;CP2; pg
the p-primary components of f§kCP2;CP2g and p ¸ 3 is an odd prime,
there is an isomorphism f§kCP2;CP2; pg »= (Gk¡2; p)© (Gk; p)© (Gk; p)©
(Gk+2; p), where Gk (resp. (Gk; p)) denotes the k-th (resp. p-primary) stable
homotopy group of spheres. So in this paper we shall study the stable group
Gk(CP2) = f§kCP2;CP2; 2g: More precisely, the main result of this paper
is to determine the group Gk(CP2) for k · 20 and it is stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. The group Gk(CP2); k · 20, are isomorphic to the corre-




0 Z© Z 1CP2, (´; 2¶)¼
1 Z2 iº¼
2 Z (´; 2¶)[2¶; ´]
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3 Z8 © Z4 (´; º)¼, i[º; ´]¡ (´; º)¼
4 0
5 Z16 © Z4 i¾¼, (´; º)[2¶; ´]¡ 2i¾¼
6 Z4 © Z2 (´; º)º¼, iº[º; ´]¡ (´; º)º¼
7 Z16 © Z16 (´; 2¶)¾¼, [i¾; ´]
8 Z4 (´; º)[º; ´]
9 Z32 © Z4 © Z2 [(´; 2¶)¾; ´], (´; ´")¼¡4[(´; 2¶)¾; ´],(´; º)º2¼
10 0
11 Z8 © Z8 © Z2 [(´; ´"); ´], (´; ³)¼, (´; º)º[º; ´]
12 Z2 © Z2 i¾2¼, i·¼
13 Z64 © Z4 [(´; ³); ´], (´; ³)[2¶; ´]
14 Z4 © Z2 © Z2 (´; ¾2)¼, i[¾2; ´]¡ (´; ¾2)¼, [i·; ´]
15 Z32 © Z32 © Z4 (´; 2¶)½¼, [i½; ´], (´; ´·)¼
16 Z8 © Z2 [(´; ¾2); ´], iº¤¼ ¡ 2[(´; ¾2); ´]
17 Z32 © Z8 © Z4 © Z2 © Z2 [(´; 2¶)½; ´], (´; ´
2½)¼, [(´; ´·); ´],
(´; º)·¼, i¾¼
18 Z8 © Z4 © Z4 (´; º¤)¼, i·¼, i[º¤; ´]¡ (´; º¤)¼
19 Z8 © Z8 © Z2 © Z2 (´; ³)¼, [(´; ´2½); ´], (´; ¾)¼, i[¾; ´]
20 Z8 © Z4 © Z4 [i·; ´], (´; º¤)[2¶; ´], (´; 2¶)·¼
It was obtained by [1] when k · 1 in this table. Furtheremore, [2] showed
the case of k = 2.
An element ® 2 Gk(X) is called nilpotent, if ®n = 0 for some integer n.
By Nishida [8], any element of positive stem of the stable homotopy groups
of spheres is nilpotent. Here, I consider the next conjecture.
Conjecture 1. If k 6= 0, then any element of Gk(CP2) is nilpotent.
Moreover, above table suggests the next relations.
Conjecture 2. If ®n = 0 for ® 2 Gk, then
(1) ((´; ®)¼)n = 0,
(2) [i®; ´]n = 0,
(3) [(´; ®); ´]n = 0.
2. Preliminaries
For elements ® 2 fY;Zg; ¯ 2 fX;Y g; ° 2 fW;Xg with the conditions
® ± ¯ = 0 and ¯ ± ° = 0, we denote by ® 2 fC¯ ; Zg and e° 2 f§W;C¯g
the extension of ® and coextension of ° satisfying the conditions ® ± i = ®
and ¼ ± e° = §°, where C¯ denotes the mapping cone C¯ = Y [¯ CX and
the diagrams X
¯! Y i! C¯ ¼! §X is a co¯ber sequence. We denote by
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Ext(®; ¯) (resp. Coext(¯; °)) the set of all homotopy classes of extensions
® (resp. the set of all homotopy classes of coextensions e°), and the Toda
bracket h®; ¯; °i is de¯ned by h®; ¯; °i = Ext(®; ¯) ± Coext(¯; °).
Denote by Gk = lim
n¡!1¼n+k(S
n) the k-th stable homotopy group of the
sphere. We investigate stable Toda brackets h´; ®; ¯i for ´ 2 G1; ® 2 Gk
and ¯ 2 Gh with the conditios ´ ± ® = 0; ® ± ¯ = 0.
Lemma 2.1.
(1) 0 2 h´; º¤; 8¶i mod 8G20
(2) 0 2 h´; ³; 8¶i mod f´·g
Proof. (1) By use of the relation 4º¤ = ´2´¤ of Theorem 14.1 of [10],
hº¤; 8¶; ´i ¾ h4º¤; 2¶; ´i = h´2´¤; 2¶; ´i ¾ ´´¤h´; 2¶; ´i 3 2´´¤º = 0:
Since hº¤; 8¶; ´i is a coset of trivial subgroup, hº¤; 8¶; ´i = 0. By Theorem
2.1 of [7], h8¶; ´; º¤i ¾ 4h2¶; ´; º¤i 3 0. Therefore, we have 0 2 hº¤; 8¶; ´i, by
(3.9) of [10].
(2) By (3.7) of [10],
0 2 hh´; ³; 8¶i; 2¾; 8¶i ¡ h´; h³; 8¶; 2¾i; 8¶i+ h´; ³; h8¶; 2¾; 8¶ii:
Since 0 2 h´; ³; 8¶i and 0 2 h8¶; 2¾; 8¶i,
0 2 hh´; ³; 8¶i; 2¾; 8¶i mod 8G20;
0 2 h´; ³; h8¶; 2¾; 8¶ii mod ´(G19; 2) = 0:
Therefore, we have 0 2 h´; h³; 8¶; 2¾i; 8¶i = h´; ³; 8¶i. ¤
Lemma 2.2.
(1) 0 = hº; ´; ´"i
(2) ¾2 = hº; ¾; ºi
Proof. Since ºG11 + ´"G5 = 0; ºG11 = 0, these Toda brackets are cosets of
trivial subgroup. Therefore, hº; ´; ´"i and hº; ¾; ºi consist of a single element.
We consider composites of these Toda brackets and ´. Then we have
´hº; ´; ´"i = h´; º; ´i´" = º2´" = 0 and ´hº; ¾; ºi = h´; º; ¾iº = 0:
Since hº; ´; ´"i; hº; ¾; ºi are subsets of the same group (G14; 2) = f¾2g ©
f·g »= Z2 © Z2 and ´¾2 = 0; ´· 6= 0, these Toda brackets are equal to 0 or
¾2. Next we consider the composites of these Toda brackets and ¾. Then
we have
¾hº; ´; ´"i = h¾; º; ´i´" = 0 and ¾hº; ¾; ºi = h¾; º; ¾iº = º¤º = ¾3:
Since the element ¾3 is not zero in the group (G21; 2), we have hº; ´; ´"i = 0
and hº; ¾; ºi = ¾2. ¤
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Lemma 2.3.
0 2 h´; º; ³i = h´; ³; ºi mod ´(G15; 2) = f´½g
Proof. We apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") = (´; º; ¾; 16¶; º). By
(9.3) of [10], x³ 2 hº; ¾16¶i (x:odd). And by (9.1) of [10], ³ = h¾; 16¶; ºi.
Therefore, we have
h´; ³; ºi = h´; º; ³i:
Next, we apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") = (´; º; ´; ´"; 2¶). Since
º2 = h´; º; ´i, we have hh´; º; ´i; ´"; 2¶i = hº2; ´"; 2¶i ¾ h´º2; "; 2¶i 3 0. Since
hº2; ´"; 2¶i is a coset of trivial subgroup, we have 0 = hh´; º; ´i; ´"; 2¶i.
By (1) of Lemma 2.2, we have 0 2 h´; hº; ´; ´"i; 2¶i mod ´(G15; 2) +
2G16 = f´½g. And by Lemma 9.1 of [10], h´; º; h´; ´"; 2¶ii = h´; º; ³i. Since
this Toda bracket is a coset of subgroup ´(G15; 2) + ³(G5; 2) = f´½g, we
have 0 2 h´; º; ³i. ¤
Lemma 2.4.
(1) 2³ 2 h´; 2¶; ¹i mod ´(G10; 2) = f4³g
(2) ´· = hº; "; ºi
(3) 2³ 2 h´; 2¶; ¹i mod ´(G18; 2) = f4³g
(4) 0 2 h´; 8¶; ·i mod ´(G21; 2) = f´2·g
Proof. (1) The Toda bracket h´; 2¶; ¹i is a coset of the subgroup f4³g. Since
2h´; 2¶; ¹i = h2¶; ´; 2¶i¹ = ´2¹ = 4³, we have
2³ 2 h´; 2¶; ¹i:
(2) By (3.10) of [10], hº; "; ºi and h"; º; 2ºi have a common element. Since
these Toda brackets are the coset of trivial subgroup, they consist of a single
element. By p.189 of [10], ´· = h"; 2¶; º2i. h"; 2¶; º2i ½ h"; 2º; ºi ¾ h"; º; 2ºi
with the indeterminacy "(G7; 2) + º(G12; 2) = 0, and hence we have
´· = h"; º; 2ºi = hº; "; ºi:
(3) The Toda bracket h´; 2¶; ¹i is a coset of the subgroup ´(G18; 2) = f4³g.
Since 2h´; 2¶; ¹i = h2¶; ´; 2¶i¹ = ´2¹ = 4³, we have 2³ + `¾ 2 h´; 2¶; ¹i
mod f4³g for some integer `. Moreover, ºh´; 2¶; ¹i = hº; ´; 2¶i¹ = 0 and
º¾ is non-trivial in G22. Therefore, ` must be 0.
(4) h´; 8¶; ·i is a coset of the subgroup ´(G21; 2) + ·(G2; 2) = f´2·g. By
[10] p.189, " 2 h´; 2¶; º2i. Then we have
h´; 8¶; ·i ¾ h´; 2¶; 4·i = h´; 2¶; º2·i ¾ h´; 2¶; º2i· 3 "· = ´2·:
Therefore, 0 2 h´; 8¶; ·i mod f´2·g. ¤
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3. The homotopy groups ¼sk(CP2)
Since CP2 = S2 [´2 e4, we have the co¯ber sequence
S3
´2¡! S2 i¡! CP2 ¼¡! S4;
this also induces the short exact sequence
0 ¡! Gk¡2=´ ±Gk¡3 i¤¡! ¼sk(CP2) ¼¤¡! Gk¡4 \ ker ´¤ ¡! 0;
where ¼sk(CP2) = fSk;CP2g.
Lemma 3.1. The 2-primary components ¼sk(CP2; 2) of the homotopy groups
¼sk(CP2) and their generators are listed in the following table;
k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
¼sk(CP2; 2) Z 0 Z Z4 0 Z8 Z2 Z16 Z4 Z16 0
generators i (´; 2¶) iº (´; º) iº2 i¾ (´; º)º (´; 2¶)¾
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Z2 © Z8 0 Z8 Z2 © Z2 Z32 Z4 Z32 © Z4 Z4
(´; º)º2; (´; ´") (´; ³) i¾2; i· i½ (´; ¾2) (´; 2¶)½; (´; ´·) iº¤
21 22 23 24
Z8 © Z2 © Z2 Z8 © Z8 Z8 © Z2 © Z2 Z4 © Z2
(´; ´2½); (´; º)·; i¾ (´; º¤); i· (´; ³); (´; ¾); i¾3 (´; 2¶)·; iº¾
Here, (´; ®) is an element of Coext(´; ®). Moreover, these elements sat-
isfy the next relations.
Relations; i" = 2(´; º)º; i¹ = 8(´; 2¶)¾; i³ = 2(´; ´"); i´¤ = 2(´; ¾2);
iº· = 2(´; ´·); i¹ = 16(´; 2¶)½; i³ = 2(´; ´2½):
Proof. For k = 3; 4; 6; 7; 12 and 14, ¼¤ : ¼sk(CP2) ¡! Gk¡4 \ ker ´¤ is an iso-
morphism. For k = 2; 5; 8; 9; 16; 17 and 20, i¤ : Gk¡2=´±Gk¡3 ¡! ¼sk(CP2) is
an isomorphism. Now we compute ¼s22(CP2). Other cases can be computed
by trying the similar argument.
Consider the short exact sequence
0 ¡! G20=´ ±G19 i¤¡! ¼s22(CP2) ¼¤¡! G18 \ ker ´¤ ¡! 0;
where G20=´ ± G19 = f·g »= Z8 and G18 \ ker ´¤ = fº¤g »= Z8. By Lemma
2.1 (1), 0 2 h´; º¤; 8¶i. Hence we have 0 2 i¤h´; º¤; 8¶i = 8Coext(´; º¤),
by Proposition 1.8 of [10]. Therefore, we can choose an element (´; º¤)
of Coext(´; º¤) whose order is 8. This implies that the above short exact
sequence splits. Therefore we have ¼s22(CP2) = f(´; º¤)g © fi·g »= Z8 ©
Z8. ¤
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Moreover, we have following relations, by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1 of
[7].
Relations; 0 = (´; º)³ = (´; ³)º
i´¤ = (´; 2¶)¾2
2iº¤ = (´; 2¶)´¤:
By Spanier-Whitehead duality, we have an isomorphism
¼sk(CP2) »= f§k¡6CP2; S0g:
Lemma 3.2. The 2-primary components f§kC´; S0; 2g of the homotopy
groups f§kC´; S0g and its generator are listed in the following table;
k ¡4 ¡3 ¡2 ¡1 0 1 2 3 4 5
f§kC´; S0; 2g Z 0 Z Z4 0 Z8 Z2 Z16 Z4 Z16
generators ¼ [2¶; ´] º¼ [º; ´] º2¼ ¾¼ º[º; ´] ¾[2¶; ´]
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0 Z2 © Z8 0 Z8 Z2 © Z2 Z32 Z4 Z32 © Z4 Z4
º2[º; ´]; [´"; ´] [³; ´] ¾2¼; ·¼ ½¼ [¾2; ´] ½[2¶; ´]; [´·; ´] º¤¼
15 16 17 18
Z8 © Z2 © Z2 Z8 © Z8 Z8 © Z2 © Z2 Z4 © Z2
[´2½; ´]; ·[º; ´]; ¾¼ [º¤; ´]; ·¼ [³; ´]; [¾; ´]; ¾3¼ ·[2¶; ´]; º¾¼
where [®; ´] is an element of Ext(®; ´), and these elements satisfy the fol-
lowing relations.
"¼ = 2º[º; ´]; ¹¼ = 8¾[2¶; ´]; ³¼ = 2[´"; ´]; ´¤¼ = 2[¾2; ´];
º·¼ = 2[´·; ´]; ¹¼ = 16½[2¶; ´]; ³¼ = 2[´2½; ´];
0 = ³[º; ´] = º[³; ´]; ´¤¼ = ¾2[2¶; ´]; 2º¤¼ = ´¤[2¶; ´]:
4. The homotopy groups f§kCP2;CP2g
By considering the following exact sequence, we will calculate Gk(CP2).
0! ¼sk+4(CP2)=¼sk+3(CP2) ± ´ ¼
¤¡! Gk(CP2) i
¤¡! ¼sk+2(CP2) \ ker ´¤ ! 0
If we have 2mExt(®; ´) for any ® 2 ¼sk+2(CP2) \ ´¤ and its order 2m, then
we can determine Gk(CP2) by similar argument to the proof of Lemma 3.1.
So the rest of this paper is devoted to the determination of 2mExt(®; ´).
Lemma 4.1.
(1) 4i[º; ´] = 4(´; º)¼
(2) 4i[³; ´] = 4(´; ³)¼
(3) 4i[º¤; ´] = 4(´; º¤)¼
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(4) 4i[³; ´] = 4(´; ³)¼




we have i¤(4i[º¤; ´]) = 0. Then there is an element of ® 2 ¼s22(CP2), such
that ®¼ = 4i[º¤; ´]. By Theorem 2.1 of [7],
2® = ®¼(2¶; ´) = 4ihº¤; ´; 2¶i = 0:
Therefore, we have ® 2 4¼s22(CP2) and ®¼ = 4(´; º¤)¼.




we have i¤(4i[³; ´]) = 0. Therefore, 4i[³; ´] = x(´; ³)¼ + y(´; ¾)¼ for some
integer x and y. Since
0 = ¼¤(4i[³; ´]) = x³¼ + y¾¼;
x and y must be 4 and 2, respectively.
(1) and (2) are proved similarly. ¤
The stable class of identity map of CP2 can be considered as an extension
of i. Similarly, it is considered also as an coextension of ¼. Therefore, we
obtain the next Lemma.
Lemma 4.2.
(1) If ® ± ´ = 0 for ® 2 ¼sk(CP2), then Ext(®; ´) ½ h®; ´; ¼i.
(2) If ´ ± ® = 0 for ® 2 f§kCP2; S0g, then Coext(´; ®) ½ hi; ´; ®i.
Lemma 4.3. If i ±Gk+2 ½ 2¼sk+4(CP2), then
hi; ´; 2®i ½ hi®; ´; 2¶i mod 2¼k+4(CP2)
for any ® 2 Gk.
Proof. Assumption of Lemma shows that hi®; ´; 2¶i and hi; ´®; 2¶i are cosets
of the same subgroup 2¼sk+4(CP2). Therefore we have
hi®; ´; 2¶i = hi; ´®; 2¶i ¾ hi; ´; 2®i:
¤
We can apply this Lemma to the case ® = ¾; · and ½.
Corollary 4.4.
(1) (´; 2¶)¾ 2 hi¾; ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s11(CP2)
(2) 0 2 hi·; ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s18(CP2)
(3) (´; 2¶)½ 2 hi½; ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s19(CP2)
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Proposition 4.5.
(1) (´; ³) 2 h(´; ´"); ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s15(CP2)
(2) i½ 2 h(´; ³); ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s17(CP2)
(3) 0 2 h(´; ¾2); ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s20(CP2)
(4) 0 2 2h(´; ´·); ´; 2¶i mod 4¼s21(CP2)
(5) (´; ³) + `i¾3 2 h(´; ´2½); ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s23(CP2) (`=0 or 1)
(6) 0 2 h(´; º¤); 8¶; ´i mod fiº¾g
Proof. (1) We apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") = (i; ´; ´"; ´; 2¶),
with the facts : (´; ´") 2 hi; ´; ´"i; ³ 2 h´"; ´; 2¶i mod 2G11 by Lemma 9.1
of [10]. Thus, the result can be obtained.
(2) We apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") = ((´; ´"); ´; 2¶; ´; 8¶).
hh(´; ´"); ´; 2¶i; ´; 8¶i = h(´; ³); ´; 8¶i
is valid by using the result of (1) of this Proposition. Moreover, we have
h(´; ´"); h´; 2¶; ´i; 8¶i = h(´; ´"); 2º; 8¶i ¾ h2(´; ´"); º; 8¶i
= hi³; º; 8¶i ¾ ih³; º; 8¶i 3 4i½;
by Proposition 2.3 (7) of [9]. Thus, we obtain
4i½ 2 h(´; ³); ´; 8¶i mod 8¼s17(CP2) = f8i½g:
Since the Toda bracket h(´; ³); ´; 2¶i is a coset of 2¼s17(CP2) = f2i½g, it must
contain i½.
(3) First we show (´; ¾2) = hy(´; º); ¾; ºi for some odd integer y. We
apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") = (i; ´; º; ¾; º) with the facts :
(´; º) 2 hi; ´; ºi; 0 = h´; º; ¾i and ¾2 = hº; ¾; ºi by Lemma 2.2 (2). Then we
have
hhi; ´; ºi; ¾; ºi = hx(´; º); ¾; ºi
for some odd integer x, 0 2 hi; h´; º; ¾i; ºi mod iG16 + ¼s15(CP2; 2)º =
fi´¤g + f2(´; ¾2)g and hi; ´; hº; ¾; ºii = hi; ´; ¾2i 3 (´; ¾2) mod iG16 +
f(´; 2¶)¾2g = f2(´; ¾2)g. Therefore we obtain
§(´; ¾2) = hx(´; º); ¾; ºi;
and we put y = §x. Next we apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") =
(y(´; º); ¾; º; ´; 2¶). Since h¾; º; ´i = hº; ´; 2¶i = 0,
0 2 hy(´; º); h¾; º; ´i; 2¶i+ hy(´; º); ¾; hº; ´; 2¶ii
mod y(´; º)(G13; 2) + 2¼s20(CP2) = 2¼s20(CP2):
Therefore, we have 0 2 h(´; ¾2); ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s20(CP2).
(4) First we show that
(´; ´·) + `i¹ 2 h(´; º); "; ºi mod fiº·g = f2(´; ´·)g;
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where ` is 0 or 1. We apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") =
(i; ´; º; "; º) with the facts : (´; º) 2 hi; ´; ºi, h´; º; "i = 0 and hº; "; ºi = ´·
by (2) of Lemma 2.4. Then we have hhi; ´; ºi; "; ºi = h(´; º); "; ºi, 0 2
hi; h´; º; "i; ºi mod iG17+¼s16(CP2; 2)º = fiº·g©fi¹g and hi; ´; hº; "; ºii =
hi; ´; ´·i 3 (´; ´·) mod iG17 + f(´; 2¶)´·g = fiº·g © fi¹g. Therefore we
have (´; ´·) + `i¹ 2 h(´; º); "; ºi mod fiº·g.
Next we apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") = ((´; º); "; º; ´; 2¶)
with the facts :
hi¹; ´; 2¶i = h16(´; 2¶)½; ´; 2¶i ¾ 8(´; 2¶)½h2¶; ´; 2¶i = 8(´; 2¶)½´2 = 0;
hiº·; ´; 2¶i = h2(´; ´·); ´; 2¶i ¾ (´; ´·)h2¶; ´; 2¶i = (´; ´·)´2 = 0:
Then we have
hh(´; º); "; ºi; ´; 2¶i = h(´; ´·); ´; 2¶i;
0 2 h(´; º); h"; º; ´i; 2¶i mod (´; º)(G14; 2) + 2¼s21(CP2)
= f(´; º)·g © 2¼s21(CP2);
0 2 h(´; º); "; hº; ´; 2¶ii mod (´; º)(G14; 2) = f(´; º)·g:
Therefore we have
0 or (´; º)· 2 h(´; ´·); ´; 2¶i mod 2¼s21(CP2):
Because order of (´; º)· is 2, we obtain that
0 2 2h(´; ´·); ´; 2¶i mod 4¼s21(CP2):
(5) We apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") = (i; ´; ´2½; ´; 2¶) with
the facts : (´; ´2½) 2 hi; ´; ´2½i mod iG19, 0 2 h´; ´2½; ´i by Lemma 5.5 of
[10] and ³ 2 h´2½; ´; 2¶i by Theorem D of [6]. Then we have
hhi; ´; ´2½i; ´; 2¶i = h(´; ´2½); ´; 2¶i;
0 2 hi; h´; ´2½; ´i; 2¶i mod iG21 + 2¼s23(CP2) = f2(´; ³)g © fi¾3g
and
hi; ´; h´2½; ´; 2¶ii = hi; ´; ³i 3 (´; ³) mod iG21 + 2¼s23(CP2):
Therefore we obtain
(´; ³) + `i¾3 2 h(´; ´2½); ´; 2¶i mod ¼s23(CP2) = f2(´; ³)g:
(6) We apply (3.7) of [10] to the case (®; ¯; °; ±; ") = (i; ´; º¤; 8¶; ´) with the
facts : (´; º¤) 2 hi; ´; º¤i, 0 2 h´; º¤; 8¶i by Lemma 2.1 (1) and hº¤; 8¶; ´i ¾
h4º¤; 2¶; ´i = h´2´¤; 2¶; ´i ¾ ´´¤h´; 2¶; ´i = 0 mod º¤(G2; 2) + ´(G19; 2) =
0. Then we have
hhi; ´; º¤i; 8¶; ´i = h(´; º¤); 8¶; ´i;
hi; h´; º¤; 8¶i; ´i 3 0 mod iG22 + ¼s23(CP2) ± ´ = fiº¾g
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and hi; ´; hº¤; 8¶; ´ii 3 0 mod iG22 = fiº¾g. Therefore we obtain 0 2
h(´; º¤); 8¶; ´i mod fiº¾g. ¤
Finally, we can determine the set 2mExt(®; ´) for ® 2 ¼sk(CP2; 2)\ker ´¤.
Lemma 4.6. The set 2mExt(®; ´) contains the corresponding element in
the following table.
® 2(´; º) iº2 i¾ (´; 2¶)¾ (´; ´") (´; º)º2 (´; ³) i·
2m 4 2 16 16 8 2 8 2
representative of
2mExt(®; ´) 0 0 0 4(´; ´")¼ 0 0 4i½¼ 0
i¾2 i½ (´; ¾2) (´; 2¶)½ (´; ´·) iº¤ (´; ´2½) i¾ i· 2(´; º¤)
2 32 4 32 4 4 8 2 8 4
0 0 2iº¤¼ 4(´; ´2½)¼ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Proof. We shall prove this Lemma for the case of ® = 2(´; º); i· and (´; ´2½).
All of the remainders can be computed by trying the similar argument.
² 0 2 4Ext(2(´; º); ´).
We can choose (´; º)[2¶; ´] ¡ 2i¾¼ as an element of Ext(2(´; º); ´).
By Lemma 5.13 of [10], 4(´; º)[2¶; ´] = (´; 2¶)2º[2¶; ´] 2 (´; 2¶)h´; 2¶; ´i
[2¶; ´] ½ h2iº; 2¶; 2º¼i ½ hiº; 8¶; º¼i ¾ ihº; 8¶; ºi¼ 3 8i¾¼. Here, the
Toda bracket hiº; 8¶; º¼i is a coset of trivial subgroup. Thus we obtain
a relation 4(´; º)[2¶; ´] = 8i¾¼. Therefore, we have that the order of
(´; º)[2¶; ´]¡ 2i¾¼ is 4.
² 0 2 2Ext(i·; ´).
By Lemma 15.2 of [4], we have the relation ·[2¶; ´] = 0. Therefore,
2Ext(i·; ´) = Ext(i·; ´) ± 2(1CP2)
= Ext(i·; ´) ± (i[2¶; ´] + (´; 2¶)¼) by (8.4) of [1]
= i·[2¶; ´] + hi·; ´; 2¶i¼
= hi·; ´; 2¶i¼
3 0 by (2) of Corollary 4.4:
² 0 2 8Ext((´; ´2½); ´).
For an element ³[2¶; ´] in f§17CP2; S0g, we have i¤(³[2¶; ´]) = 2³ =
i¤(2[³; ´]). By exactness of the sequence
0 ¡! G21=G20 ± ´ ¼
¤¡! f§17CP2; S0g i¤¡! G19 \ ker ´¤ ¡! 0;
we have
³[2¶; ´] ´ 2[³; ´] mod f¾3¼g:
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By Proposition 4.1 (4) and the relation of Lemma 3.1, we have
4(´; ´2½)[2¶; ´] = 2i³[2¶; ´] ´ 4i[³; ´] = 4(´; ³)¼ mod f2i¾3¼g = 0:
Therefore,
8Ext((´; ´2½); ´) = 4(´; ´2½)[2¶; ´] + 4h(´; ´2½); ´; 2¶i¼ by (8.4) of [1]
3 4(´; ³)¼ + 4(´; ³)¼ by (5) of Lemma 4.5
= 0:
¤
proof of Theorem 1.1. Now we compute G19(CP2). Other cases can be com-
puted by trying the similar argument. Consider the short exact sequence
0 ¡! ¼s23(CP2)=¼s22(CP2) ± ´ ¼
¤¡! G19(CP2) i
¤¡! ¼s21(CP2) \ ker ´¤ ¡! 0;
where ¼s23(CP2)=¼s22(CP2)±´ = f(´; ³)g©f(´; ¾)g »= Z8©Z2 and ¼s21(CP2)\
ker ´¤ = f(´; ´2½)g © fi¾g »= Z8 © Z2. By the table of Lemma 4.6, we have
0 2 8Ext((´; ´2½); ´) and 0 2 2Ext(i¾; ´):
These show that the above exact sequence splits. Thus, we have
G19(CP2) = f(´; ³)¼g © f[(´; ´2½); ´]g © f(´; ¾)¼g © fi[¾; ´]g
»= Z8 © Z8 © Z2 © Z2:
¤
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